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Weekly Walkthrough Data (eleot) with updated National/International trends

_________________________________________________________________________________________
Expected Lexile Levels (Students who are in the two “Not On Track” categories are not meeting the college and career readiness targets for
their grade level and are not expected to reach the 1300L level by the end of high school without significant intervention and acceleration. Students in
the two “On Track” categories are meeting grade-level targets and can be expected to read at or above 1300L by the time they graduate if they
continue to achieve expected or greater growth every year.)

Guiding Questions:
What is the Lexile score for each student?

Are they ‘On Track’ to be college, career, and
life ready?

How are students engaged in relevant and
personalized reading in all subjects/courses?
Reading must be a school and district-wide
focus.

“One in four secondary students are unable to read
and understand textbook content, according to the
Alliance for Excellent Education”



________________________________________________________________________________________
Expected Quantile Levels (MetaMetrics studied the difficulty of lessons in mathematics textbooks commonly used in the United States to
help understand the mathematics demand that students will likely encounter in their elementary through high school mathematics courses. Results are
shown in the table below. In a related study, MetaMetrics found that the mathematics ability needed for college and career readiness ranged from
approximately 1220Q to 1440Q, and the median mathematics demand for college and career readiness was 1350Q.

Guiding Practices to Improve Quantile Ranges for
Students

1. Monitor student mathematics growth and learning
progress.

2. Match students with appropriate instructional materials.

3. Ensure students are receiving grade-level appropriate
instruction and lessons, while also closing gaps.

4. Link BIG mathematical concepts with real-world
experiences

5. Understand the prerequisite skills in order to create an
effective intervention.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ACHIEVE3000 WEEKLY PROGRESS HIGHLIGHT

How do I set growth targets using Achieve3000

Achieve3000 recommends that students complete 2+ activities at the 75% percentile or higher in order for the student to
grow in reading per week. If you have struggling readers, encourage more Achieve3000 activities, as well as, offer
small group instruction. There is no one right pathway to college and career readiness. Schools and districts vary in their
student demographics, curriculum, and resources—all factors that can impact their ability to accelerate students’ skills from
grade to grade.

The critical objective is to facilitate constant and consistent acceleration in learning for every student, every year. Each
grade level’s curriculum and instruction should be designed, measured, and modified to ensure that the classroom
experience accelerates student reading ability beyond the expected gains.

Students who start significantly behind should have an ongoing experience of maximum acceleration in each grade level.
However, ALL students require constant and consistent acceleration if they are to maintain skill growth aligned to the



college and career readiness trajectory, ending with the ability to read text at 1300L—the benchmark for college and career
readiness—by the end of high school.

A best-practice plan for creating a pathway for college and career readiness is to:

● Evaluate acceleration within each grade for specific groups of students.
● Establish acceleration targets for each group and plan for a curricular and instructional approach to meet the

acceleration goals.
● Evaluate at midyear and in late spring to course-correct if acceleration is not taking place.
● Monitor student growth weekly. This will prevent students from plateauing at a certain Lexile level. Teachers

must utilize the reports available to ensure growth outcomes.

Modified from:
https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%2
88-30-21%29.pdf

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

IXL WEEKLY PROGRESS HIGHLIGHT

Steps to Successful IXL Implementation

IXL is designed to be used daily to reinforce class lessons, through differentiated opportunities to help students to retain
instruction and also build personalized skills on grade level. How can I use IXL daily:

1. Plan your Lesson. Find an IXL skill to support your objective. You can find skills by scanning grade pages, or
by using the IXL skill plan.

2. Deliver your less. Cement understanding by having students practice the skills to SmartScore of 80. For each
IXL skill, encourage students to teach a SmartScore of 80 (proficiency). If students achieve proficiency, based
on grade level, encourage them to stretch their abilities (acceleration).

3. Check for understanding. Get instant ideas for next steps with IXL Analytics. Visit the Skills Analysis report to
check for assignment completion and to gain insight into your students’ understanding of the lesson. This
report gives you overall stats on your class performance and even groups your students by the level of
difficulty they are working at within the skill.

Modified from: https://www.ixl.com/materials/i_guides/IXL_for_Daily_Instruction_Implementation_Guide.pdf

https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%288-30-21%29.pdf
https://go.achieve3000.com/rs/026-SJE-918/images/Achieve3000_CollegeCareerReadiness_Whitepaper_V8%20%288-30-21%29.pdf
https://www.ixl.com/materials/i_guides/IXL_for_Daily_Instruction_Implementation_Guide.pdf


REFLECTION

Life is strange, exciting, stressful, and full of many
curveballs. One day you may feel like you are on top of
the world, the next day you feel that you are in an
abyss. As we navigate through life, we often focus on
what is not going well, the obstacles, or the hurt. It’s
human nature for us to focus on the negatives and not
the positives. We always ask ourselves why negative
things are happening to us?

Just like strength training, where we go through a
struggle to grow muscle, our lives are like that as well.
Each time we are faced with an obstacle, a setback, a
struggle, we are preparing for tomorrow’s struggle(s).
We develop strategies or techniques to overcome the
struggles. Each struggle prepares us for the next
struggle that life will throw at us. We need to struggle
so that we can develop ways to cope and deal with
struggles. Too many in life try to take the easy path,
but they miss these critical experiences that will help
them to deal with the curveballs that they will face at
some point in life.

We must stop trying to skip the struggle. With each
step of the struggle, we develop critical steps to
overcome future and possibly larger struggles.

PICTURE of the WEEK

Simons Middle School

  

Representative William Lawrence participated in the
Principal for a Day program passed by the Kentucky
Legislature. Representative Lawrence helped in so
many different ways throughout the school day. He
engaged with staff and students. We appreciate him
taking the time to visit Simons Middle School and also
supporting Fleming County Schools.



THE IMPORTANCE OF K12 SPELLING

Why is spelling important?

Research shows the interconnection between reading
and spelling. Spelling difficulties, like reading
problems, are based on underlying language
weaknesses. The science of reading emphasizes that
the ability for a young student to read a word “by sight”
depends heavily on their ability to connect letters and
letter combinations to sounds automatically and
efficiently. For spelling, this is dependent on the
learner’s ability to store a complete and accurate
representation of the word in memory. This is not a
visual memory process, but rather a language process.

According to noted reading researcher Louisa Moats,
84% of English spellings are predictable if you know
spelling rules and patterns and other information such
as word meaning and language of origin. Learning to
spell is done by systematically and gradually teaching
the speech sounds and the letters that represent them,
which is also critical to accurate and automatic word
recognition.

Memories for whole words are formed much faster
and recalled much more easily when children have a
sense of language structure and receive ample
practice writing the words. By developing spelling
ability, instructors can instill these critical bits of
information and improve a student’s reading.

Modified from:
https://www.hillcenter.org/spelling-and-reading-how-are-they-connected/

BPIs - GRADUATE PROFILE

Indicator: Innovation and Creativity

Description: Explore, explain, and evaluate my
original ideas.

Students gain an understanding of how to deliberately
apply information, imagination, creative thinking, and
initiative to generate new ideas for the purpose of
addressing needs. This process helps students
become accustomed to the discomfort of questioning
the status quo and the excitement of idea generation
and exploration at the leading edge of thought.

Students MUST be able to (will vary by grade level):
● Translate original and inventive thinking into

viable solutions.
● Take risks and know how to develop, organize,

and manage new initiatives and/or ventures.
● Eagerly explore the world around them.
● Inquisitively seek answers and understanding.
● Be energized by new learning and insights,

including those different from currently held
ideas, beliefs, and values.

Innovation and Creativity, as outlined by the BPIs,
can be found on Page 15 of the 2021-2022 BPI
Framework (Click Here)

https://www.hillcenter.org/spelling-and-reading-how-are-they-connected/
https://www.fleming.kyschools.us/userfiles/406/my%20files/bpi%20framework%202021-2022%20(1).pdf?id=16907


SchoolsPLP REMINDERS

Weekly SchoolsPLP Data: 23,321 activities
completed last week with 91% mastery on
the first attempt.

364,152 active minutes
* In-person/Virtual data

The district continues to experience an increase in the
number of students and staff who are being
quarantined either due to positive cases or exposure.
Over the past two weeks, SchoolsPLP usage has
tripled in many cases. We expect the next several
weeks, as COVID-19 continues to spike, the usage of
SchoolsPLP will continue to increase.

Key Processes each week
1. Have students log in at least once a week so

that they remember their username and
password.

2. For younger students, make sure that
parents/guardians have login information at
home should quarantines occur.

○ Print QR Codes for students so that
they can take them home to
parents/guardians.

SchoolsPLP can be accessed through Clever or from
the link posted on www.fleming.kyschools.us.

We want students familiar with SchoolsPLP in the
event they must quarantine. We must be prepared for
several quarantines each day. Remember, those
students who are quarantined can remain engaged in
classroom activities, remotely. Likewise, students who
test positive for COVID-19, if they are well and not
experiencing severe symptoms, can also remain
engaged in class remotely.

DISTRICT FOCUS: RIGOR

Ways to Raise Rigor: The Around You Strategy

Around you can be used at the beginning of the lesson
when introducing new information. This creates an
environment that is more interesting to students,
helping them see the connection between the
upcoming lesson and their particular lives. An Around
You D-moment can be an emotional hook to engage
students in the lesson. Students are more often
emotionally charged and excited when they are part of
the discussion and are reflecting on their individual
lives. Emotions are critical to engaging students in
learning, and an activity that connects them to learning
can be a way to increase motivation and heighten
emotional interest.

Around You can also be a higher-level thinking skill by
initiating a compare-and-contrast that extends
students’ observations of the real world. It is important
to make frequent comparisons between new content
and individual lives and also to showcase the
contrasting differences. This could include comparing
differences in cultures studied or historical periods to
students’ current lives.

One important aspect of teaching Around You is taking
a balanced and culturally relevant approach so that
every student feels a part of the class.

● Avoid calling on individual students; when
necessary, call on each student equitably.

● Ensure that lessons include role models from
the cultural groups represented in your
classroom.

http://www.fleming.kyschools.us


● Get to know students’ interests; this provides
ideas for connecting their lives to the
curriculum.

● Use student names in examples.
● Use cooperative learning and group work

frequently.
● Emphasize cooperation and deemphasize

competition.
● Use a “We’re all in this together” classroom

approach.
● Build a classroom community that expects

excellence from each student and allows a
flexible time frame for achieving excellence.

● Talk explicitly about the negative effects of peer
pressure and how students can counteract
them.

● Ask students to bring in a family item and share
it with the class.

● Invite parents into the school to interact with
staff and students.

● Begin the year by having students write
personal narratives about themselves.

● If teaching a subject other than English
language arts, tie the assignment to that
subject matter and classroom goals. Ask
students to write their “math history” or their
“science history” (or other subjects) and tell
how that subject has been a part of their lives.
Have them end their history with their goals for
the class.

Modified from: Effective Instructional Strategies: Quadrant D
Moments - International Center for Leadership in Education

Ready.Set.GROW! TIPS

Give students feedback regularly (daily if possible)
using tangible checkpoints like grade-level, relevant,
high-quality, and rigorous homework, exams, and
independent practice classroom. Utilize aggressive
monitoring of students’ starting points and destination
points.

Students and parents/guardians need regular
feedback on checkpoints throughout the school year.
These checkpoints as mentioned must be legit, not
superficial checkpoints. Rigorous, grade-level, and
high-quality learning experiences provide the best
opportunity to determine student growth and to provide
feedback to students and parents/guardians.

QUADRANT D STRATEGIES

Quadrant D Teacher Questions

Ask questions to predict, design, or create:

● How would you design ______ to _____?
● How would you compose a song about _____?
● How would you rewrite the ending to the story?
● What would be different today, if that event

occurred as _______?
● Can you see a possible solution to ________?
● How could you teach that to others?
● If you had access to all the resources, how

would you deal with ________?
● How would you devise your own way to deal

with ________?
● What new and unusual uses would you create

for ______?
● Can you develop a proposal that would _____?



● How would you have handled ______?
● How would you do it differently _______?

ENGAGEMENT

Q7: At work, my opinions seem to count

According to Gallup’s most recent State of the
American Workplace report, only 30% of employees
strongly agree that their opinions seem to count at
work. That means 60% of employees aren’t standing
up and sharing what they see and how it can improve
because they feel you won’t listen. Furthermore, based
on data from Qualtric’s 2020 Global Employee
Experience Trends, 42% of organizations don’t even
provide a feedback program. 

Creating opportunities for employees to provide
feedback about operations, the organization’s mission,
purpose, and goals will have a positive lasting impact
on employees. But feedback also extends to allowing
employees to voice their needs, goals, and aspirations.
Silencing employees never result in positive
relationships, which is key to creating an
organizational culture that equates to improved
performance and more engaged employees. 

Feedback goes well beyond the opportunity for
employees to engage in the organization. Leaders
must be willing to listen to the feedback and
self-reflect, meaning they must actually listen to the
feedback. In Fleming County Schools, we take pride in
using surveys to gauge employee voice, but we also
use emails, personal one-on-one conversations, and
other opportunities to empower employees. We read
every comment on surveys - as they typically provide a

better pulse of the employee and organization as a
whole. 

By asking for employee feedback, leaders can:
● Make better and more informed decisions -

through a diverse perspective
● Identify strengths and weaknesses within the

organization
● React quickly to make necessary changes that

will result in positive outcomes for the
organization and for employees.

● Strengthen employee relationships. 

Leaders must show employees that their voice matters
in the organization. This does not mean that everything
employees ask for is granted; rather that leaders listen
authentically. If employees ask for changes to be made
within the organization, leaders should indicate to
employees why change can’t occur - not responding
only leads to the notion that the employee voice is not
valued by management. Employees want to feel
valued. They want to know that their input is important
and that they are making a significant contribution and
a difference to the environment in which they work.
This feeling creates a greater sense of inclusion
among employees, reinforces their sense of self-worth,
and meets the engagement need of “Hear Me.”

Everyone wants to feel that they are making a
significant contribution to the workplace. There is very
little that is more demoralizing to employees than
being excluded from significant decisions, particularly
decisions that affect their jobs. The ways organizations
hear and process employees’ ideas shape, to a large
degree, whether or not they feel valued for their
contributions. High-performing managers encourage
ideas to flow freely. They consult with employees
regularly to make sure those close to the action have
input into critical decisions. It is understood by
employees in high-performing organizations that not all
ideas will be implemented, but all suggestions will be
considered. At the end of the day, that is the only
guarantee the employee has, but it is transformative to
morale, engagement, and performance! 

Some key takeaways from high-performing leaders:



● Encourage employees to express their opinions
and have opportunities for them to do so.

● Encourage employees to look for and take
responsibility for solutions to problems, rather
than merely complain about them.

● Treat all opinions as valid and important
contributions, but make it understood that not
all could be put into practice.

Leaders can’t strive on their own, nor do they have all
the answers. Asking for and considering individuals’
input leads to more informed decision-making and
better results. Furthermore, involving employees in the
decision-making process also helps to grow the
capacity of the employees and the organization. The
most successful leaders and managers frequently and
sincerely harness the knowledge assets of their
employees to push through change, solve problems,
and innovate for growth. They, more importantly,
realize that the ways in which a manager listens and
processes an employee’s thoughts and ideas shape
whether the employee feels valued for his or her
contributions.

Leaders must listen to what is happening throughout
the organization and ask for input along the way from
employees. Silos in organizations rarely work and
leaders who isolate themselves from employees never
are successful. The ways in which a manager listens
to and processes an employee’s thoughts and ideas
can shape whether the employee feels valued for their
contributions. 

At the end of the day, to become a high-performing
leader, of a high-performing organization, the manager
must:

● Promote open, creative dialogue;
● Encourage new ideas that can positively

influence business results,
● Provide open and honest feedback on opinions

and ideas, advocating for good ones and
addressing unfeasible ones; and 

● Create feedback loops so employees feel
involved in the decision-making process.

But still, voice, feedback, and ongoing dialogue all
begin with a positive relationship between employees

and the leader. Without a respectful and positive
relationship, no matter how many opportunities
employees are given to be part of the decision-making
process, they will choose to remain silent. Leaders
who are unapproachable or isolated from employees
often hear silence from employees which is indicative
of a poor culture, poor leadership, and high employee
disengagement. 

ACCREDITATION 5-YR RENEWAL

Tips for Accreditation: Tip 1

Focus on self-reflection/self-study. The heavy lifting is
in the preparation of the self-study, and the number
one job is to make sure that processes are linked and
there is a clear commitment to continuous
improvement. The accreditation process is not
necessarily all about the site visit, but instead, about
how the district works together and continuously
improves. The process of continuous improvement and
how stakeholders are involved is the single most
important part of receiving accreditation. Accreditation
is a process that guides each classroom, school,
department, and office through the continuous
improvement process. As a district, we must look at all
processes that are in place, make adjustments, while
also, implementing a continuous process in some
areas. It is not about artifacts or documents, but rather,
is there a continuous improvement process in place,
and is it fully implemented.



OUTDOOR LEARNING & WELL-BEING

Why does Outdoor Learning Matter?

1. It invites students to learn science.
2. It creates opportunities for social interaction

and collaboration.
3. It promotes physical health.
4. It invites new contexts for learning.
5. It promotes better sleep.
6. It gives students a chance to take appropriate

risks.
7. It leads to better learning outcomes once

students return to other activities.

Encourage students to learn while moving. Our
students, many of them who are returning to school for
the first time in almost two years, need daily physical
activity. There is nothing that says English, math,
reading, science, social studies, CTE courses, or
visual or performing arts, can’t include physical activity.

COVID-19

Reminders:
● The district continues to encourage everyone

eligible to get vaccinated, immediately.
● TEST-to-STAY Pilot at SMS starting Tuesday

WEEKLY CALENDAR

Open Enrollment Week
● Monday, October 18, 2021

Student Fall MAP Reports Sent Home
● Monday, October 18, 2021

District Leadership Meeting at 9:00 am
● Monday, October 18, 2021

T & I Meeting at 4:00 pm (SMS)
● Monday, October 18, 2021

New Teacher Induction (FIT) at 4:15 pm
(FCHS)

● Tuesday, October 19, 2021
HR Team Meeting at 8:30 am

● Tuesday, October 19, 2021
Monthly Board Meeting at 6:30pm (Virtual)

● Wednesday, October 20, 2021
CTE Admin Meeting at 8:30 am

● Wednesday, October 20, 2021
District-wide Grade Level Meetings

● Wednesday, October 20, 2021
Parent/Guardian District Virtual Meeting at
7:00 pm

● Thursday, October 21, 2021
District Counselor Meeting at 10:00 am

● Thursday, October 21, 2021
AESOP Meeting at 1:00 pm

● Thursday, October 21, 2021
FCPA Weekly PLC at 1:00 pm

● Friday, October 22, 2021
Impact Teacher Meeting at 1:00 pm

Open-enrollment Insurance Schedule
● Monday, October 18, 2021: WES morning/ HES

afternoon
● Tuesday, October 19, 2021: FES All Day
● Wednesday, October 20, 2021: SMS All Day
● Thursday, October 21, 2021: EES All Day
● Monday, October 25, 2021: FCHS All Day #1
● Tuesday, October 26, 2021: FCHS All Day #2
● Wednesday, October 27, 2021: Enrollment All Day

@ Central Office (Includes Transportation &
Monitors)


